GENEVA Executive Seating
TM

FEATURES + ADVANTAGES
ATTRIBUTE

FEATURE

ADVANTAGE

COMFORT/ERGONOMICS

·· Tapered, molded plywood bucket

·· Seat curves provide and ergonomic and
comfortable sit
·· Added lumbar support in back

·· Two layers of poly

·· Provides long-term comfort
·· Provides proper support

·· Mid Tilt Control

·· Adjust to the users preferences (height, tension, back
position with lockout)

·· Full Range of Options
·· Back heights (mid/high)
·· Cushion (pillow/tight)
·· Arms (full urethane, aluminum with urethane insert)
·· Casters (hard/soft)
·· Bases (black plastic or polished aluminum)
·· Single or Dual Upholstery

·· Many aesthetic choices
·· Chairs can be specified with minimal basic aesthetic
options or fully featured with premium material and
design features to dress up a space

·· Range of options that enable price flexibility:

·· Ability to address a basic bid to fully featured tailored
costumer requirements

·· Additional features offered, but an
no additional cost:

·· Timeless design with features that will adapt to many
environments and budgets

QUALITY MATERIALS
AND CONSTRUCTION
TECHNIQUES

·· Upholstery grade plywood

·· High end materials will provide long term durability

CELLULAR
MANUFACTURING

·· Trained Members
·· Handcrafted
·· Dedicated work area

·· Better quality output, attention to detail
·· Controlled lead-time
·· Industry leading lead-times

UPHOLSTERY
APPEARANCE

·· Clean, sewn seam around outer edges

·· Simple, yet elegant appearance

DURABILITY

·· BIFMA tested
·· High quality parts (cast aluminum, upholstery grade
plywood)

·· Holds up in day-to-day use
·· Materials will last the life of the product

DESIGN FLEXIBILITY

PRICE FLEXIBILITY

·· Back Height - standard mid back can be upgraded for an
additional cost to high back
·· Base - standard black plastic can be upgraded for an additional cost to polished aluminum
·· Arms - standard urethane Arms can be upgraded for an
additional cost to polished with urethane insert
·· Fabric - COM and full range of fabrics

·· Single or Dual Upholstery (no additional charge)
·· Pillow or tight cushion options (no additional charge)
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GENEVA Executive Seating
TM

FEATURES + ADVANTAGES
ATTRIBUTE

FEATURE

ADVANTAGE

SUSTAINABLITY

·· Recyclable

·· Geneva is designed to be durable, repairable and
upgradable as well as designed with the end of life
mind: recyclable materials are separable and can be
re-used, recycled or composted.
·· Significant recycled content, for example a Geneva
high back with aluminum arms (with urethane pads)
and an aluminum base (GSGNV17-011) contains
greater than 21% total recycled content

·· Certified

·· SCS Indoor Advantage™ Gold and BIFMA level® 2
certified.
·· Significant contributions to LEED® 2009, LEED®
V4 and WELL Building Standard® projects

·· 12 years

·· Statement of confidence in product

WARRANTY
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